
The Fascinating World of Very Short
Introduction Very Short Introductions
In the vast world of non-fiction books, there is a series called "Very Short s" that
has captured the attention of readers worldwide. These compact books provide
readers with concise and authoritative s to a wide range of subjects from
philosophy and science to art and politics.

So, what makes these short s so special? Let's dive into the captivating world of
Very Short Very Short s and uncover the secrets behind their popularity.

The Birth of a Revolution

The Very Short s series was born out of a revolutionary idea – to create concise
introductory books that are accessible to everyone. Oxford University Press,
renowned for its academic publications, recognized the need for concise yet
informative s to complex subjects. Thus, the Very Short s series was born.
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These books aim to provide readers with a solid foundation on various subjects,
allowing them to explore further if they desire. By condensing vast topics into a
short format, the Very Short s series manages to deliver a wealth of knowledge in
a digestible way.

Wide-Ranging Topics

The Very Short s series covers an impressive range of subjects, ensuring that
there is something for everyone. Whether you are interested in exploring the
history of art, delving into the intricacies of political philosophy, or understanding
the complexities of quantum theory, there is a Very Short book ready to enlighten
you.

Each book is carefully written by experts in the field, ensuring that the information
provided is accurate and up-to-date. This commitment to quality allows readers to
trust the content and confidently dive into unfamiliar subjects.

The Charm of Conciseness

What sets the Very Short Very Short s apart is their ability to distill complex topics
into a concise format without sacrificing depth. The authors manage to capture
the essence of the subject, presenting it in a way that is both engaging and
informative.

These books are not mere summaries but rather comprehensive s that cover the
key concepts, theories, and debates surrounding the topic. It is this ability to
condense information without oversimplifying that has garnered widespread
appreciation from readers.

Accessible for All



One of the most appealing aspects of the Very Short Very Short s series is its
accessibility. These books are designed to be approachable for readers of all
backgrounds, including those without previous knowledge of the subject.

The writing style is clear and straightforward, making complex ideas easily
understandable. The authors avoid jargon and aim to communicate ideas in a
way that engages and captivates the reader. This accessibility factor has made
the series highly popular among students, scholars, and general readers alike.

The Gateway to Further Exploration

While the Very Short s series serves as an excellent standalone resource, it also
acts as a gateway to further exploration. After reading one of these books,
readers often find themselves eager to delve deeper into the subject and expand
their knowledge.

The Very Short Very Short s series serves as an entry point into a vast world of
knowledge. It sparks curiosity and encourages readers to explore different
aspects of various subjects, empowering them to continue their intellectual
journey.

A Global Community

Very Short Very Short s have created a global community of passionate readers.
With over 700 books in the series, there is always a new topic to discover and
discuss.

Readers have the opportunity to connect with like-minded individuals who share
their love for learning and intellectual exploration. This community engagement
not only promotes discussion but also fosters a sense of belonging among
individuals who are curious about the world around them.



The Very Short Very Short s series has revolutionized the way we approach non-
fiction books. Through concise yet comprehensive s, these books have captured
the hearts and minds of readers worldwide.

With their wide-ranging topics, charm of conciseness, accessibility, and ability to
ignite further exploration, Very Short Very Short s have become a must-have for
anyone seeking a quick but thorough understanding of complex subjects.

So, the next time you embark on a journey of intellectual discovery, don't forget to
explore the world of Very Short Very Short s and uncover insights that will inspire
and enlighten you.
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Energy is vital for a good standard of living, and much of the world's population
does not have enough. Affordable and adequate sources of power that do not
cause climate change or pollution are crucial; and renewables provide the
answer. Wind and solar farms can now provide the cheapest electricity in many
parts of the world. Moreover, they could provide all of the world's energy needs.
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But while market forces are fast helping the transition from fossil fuels to
renewables, there are opposing pressures, such as the USA's proposed
withdrawal from the Paris Agreement, and the vested interests in fossil fuels.

This Very Short describes the main renewable sources of energy- solar, wind,
hydropower, and biomass- as well as the less well-developed ones- geothermal,
tidal, and wave. Nick Jelley explains the challenges of integrating renewables into
electricity grids, and the need for energy storage and for clean heat; and
discusses the opportunities in developing countries for renewable energy to
empower millions. He also considers international efforts and policies to support
renewables and tackle climate change; and explains recent innovations in wind
and solar energy production, battery storage, and in the emerging power-to-gas
provision for clean heating. Throughout, he emphasises what renewable energy
can deliver, and its importance in tackling climate change, and in improving
health, welfare, and access to electricity.

ABOUT THE SERIES:
The Very Short s series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles
in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
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The Terrifying Tale of Frankenstein In Baghdad:
A Modern Twist on a Classic Monster
Frankenstein In Baghdad is a captivating novel that offers a
contemporary take on Mary Shelley's classic monster, Frankenstein.
Written by Iraqi author Ahmed...
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They say that revenge is a dish best served cold, but what if that dish
was slowly simmered on the flames of karma itself? Today, we delve into
the jaw-dropping pages of...
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When we think of creativity and innovation, our minds often conjure up
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that the animal kingdom is...
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